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Greenhouses technique is extremely beneficial for all kind of plants as it provides them suitable
weather condition to grow. It is helpful also in improving the quality of crop. This technique is very
much famous in western countries as all varieties of crop can be obtained in any weather condition.
It contributes a lot in the progress of the country by removing transportation charges which are put
on imported goods. With the help of this technique, all kind of varieties can be grown in the country.
Basically greenhouse is a type of shelter for the plants in which the temperature from day to night is
kept ideal for the plants to grow. The outside weather conditions do not affect the internal
conditions. It is made cooler during the day and hotter during the night. This technique is growing in
a fast pace even in the developing countries also. People today knows very well that why green
house is important and learning techniques that how to build a green house.

Today people are aware of its importance and designing their own private greenhouses also. The
greenhouses can be of two type glass greenhouses and plastic greenhouses. The structure of these
greenhouses can vary from small size sheds to very large buildings. The mini structure is known as
cold frame.

If you are a gardener by heart then you can build your own. Before deciding any style to follow, you
should identify the different type of plants that you want to grow in this structure. It is very important
to gather information about plants as your whole plan is going to base on this. Consider the
ventilation of the greenhouse structure. It ensures that you have maintained a good microclimate
inside the structure. According to the requirement of temperature and moisture fans and windows
can also be installed. The design of the house depends on the amount of space. It also depends on
the requirements of the plants. If you have limited space then flat structure greenhouses can be
built. These suits best for low running plants like strawberries. It gives you an idea about how to
build a greenhouse.

The importance of greenhouses cannot be ignored. People today know why green house is
important as they prevent plants from harsh weather. Greenhouses offer conditions which are very
much best for the plants requirements. A good quality thus quantity of the crop is very much
possible with greenhouses. A desired crop can be raised in any weather within these greenhouses
and thatâ€™s also without compromising with the quality. Thus the winter vegetables and fruits can be
grown in summer season also when the heat of the sun remains on the top and summer crops can
be grown is winter when the temperature remains below freezing point.
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